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OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS :;

CSR Is.a.process in which .corporauons l.~l~eresponsibtlity for the social, ecological and

economic consequences of their actions - throughout their product and servlce delivery

chains - making themselves accountable, and engaging in a 'dialogue with' all those

involved' (CSR Frame of reference, Dutch CSR.Plalform,·JuJy 2003.).

Environment is the totality of man ~~p..his associated surroundings Includtng the biotic

(living world) J abiotic/physical environment and the socio-economic/cultural. aspects.

In this study', environment is viewed as an integration of the ecological resources, natural

resources, environmental resources and the prevalent socio-economic and cultural

activitles that are impacted by projects and also which do impact on. the entire

environment.

Implication this is interchangeably used with the term-effect, In this study lruplication

·~·s..use.dto mean the consequences of the Impacts of stone quarry~ng activltles in the study

area.

Livelihood dictionary form, this is defined as means of support. However livelihood in

the context of the studyis.used tomean the.general living of the' people in the study area.

Quarrying site in the. study, it is. the. actual area where the blasting and crushing takes

place.

Qi.larrying zone this is used to mean the area around the quarrying site. In thts case the

quarrying.zoneIs a radius of300 meters around the.site.

People in. this' area are the only ones legible to compensation in case of any .darnage ..

Representative committees selected group of community members to monitor and

check the. damages incurred every ·-aft~r.cf blasting. This committee is' responsible .for

Writing a report that is also supposed to he copled lo the town council about how the

blasting was.
-.

.xi



Quarrying; the open or surface excavation of rock from its natural state to be used for

various purposes is among the, primary causes and sources' of environmental degradation,

This is mainly due to the unregulated operations ofthe commercial activities by Jew'

unscrupulous entities at the cost of our precious .arrd irreversible ecosys.tems and natural

resources in.the absence of proper monttoring and Implementation 'of relevant laws by the

concerned regulatory agencies.

Stone, quarrying ts a huge supporter of J()cal economic development. as using the

extracted material enhances, trade and development. However quarrying. a ..short-term

activity with long term effects comes along with the promises of wealth and jobs but it

brings high environmental costs.

The general objective of the study was to generate information an current .socio ..

economic 'impacts 'of activities associated with .stone quarrying an the livelihoods and

health of the communities in Wakiso District.

The study unearthed the Implications ofthe impacts that stone quarrying has on social,

economic; physical & political spheres ofenvironment.inKakiri, Waktso District,

The. study relied .on information collected qualitatively through tndividual and, group

interviews coupled with personal observations in addition to documented '(lata from

published and unpublished articles.

Findingsreveal that the activity in, the area has led to a small scale ecological 'debt as the',

extraction of the stone resource is destroying peoples' ability to survive and the trade of

this resource is also. ecologically unbalanced: as these natural goods ate exploited and

traded 'without taking responsibility far the social, cultural and envlronmental damage to

the community from.which theresource is exploited,

Therefore, adoption of three-circle: approach; Technology-Economlcs-Envtronrnent

should be emphasized for .sustalnable stone' .quarrying, Here the' developers should

improve, on the level of technology used in blasting so as.to increase 011 the, economic

gains a~well as conserving the environment.

Keywords: Stone querryirig, Environment: implioetions.
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CHAPTER ONE
1.0~ INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

1.1.1. Introduction

The increased levels of urbanlzationin developing countries have triggered a lot ofconstruction

ranging from construcrion of roadsto develop the transport sector to setting up ofindustries to.

support the manufacturingand processlngsector; Kondolf (1994). notes thai.mining of natural

aggregates, including both sand and .gravel and. crushed rock, represents the main source of
construction aggregates used throughoutthe world.

However, operations of mining, whether small- or large- scale, ate inherently disruptive to the

environment (Makweba & Ndonde, 1996). Mining of aggregate frequently generates land. Use

conflicts in populated areas due to. its negative externallties including noise, dust, truck traffic,
pollution and visually unpleasant landscapes (Willis & Garrod, 1999). Competing land uses
including farming, in areas where highly productive farmland is scarce and wher-e.post-milling
restoration may not be feasible. increases probability of conflict occurrence. Ross {2001~

observes that the consequences of this, is underdevelopment.

In Uganda, commercial gravel extraction to supply aggregate to the construction Industryhas

been on the increase. in recent years. Although there is some informal stone quarrying practices.

the majority of such activities are carried out on large scale by well-established developers .

.Products are increasingly demanded forindusrrial, domestic. agricultural and other purposes so

as to satisfy the needs of the rapidly growing population.

Quarrying operations generally involve removal of over burden, drilling. blasting and. crushing

of rock materials which potentially has adverse impacts on the natural environment, SOciety and

cultural heritage, the health and safety of mine workers, and communities based in dose
proximity to operations (Moody & Panos, 1997) and dislocation (Akabzaa, 2000).

However, although people in general are familiar with the need and importance ·of stone

quarrying for construction material, the awareness of the negative impact this has on vegetation,

biodiversity and food security may not be as commonly known. Despite these impacts stone
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